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The modern shopper

Almost anything you need can be found

online today.

Clothes and shoes were just the tip of the

iceberg. From the more widely used

categories like gym equipment, furniture,

cosmetics - to the much more niche items

like gluten-free, sugarless, vegetarian acai

protein energy bars (they exist, I checked),

there is bound to be an online boutique

that caters to every kind of lifestyle. 

 

Supply and demand are no longer so simple

today because having a supply of certain

goods or services does not necessarily

mean that demand will follow. 

 

It is no longer only about giving customers

what they want.  

 

More than ever, modern shoppers now

expect a valuable interaction with a brand.

Whether they are first time buyers browsing

through the catalog or loyal fans looking to

re-stock a particular item, shoppers often

need to engage with a retailer during their

online buying journey.  They now expect it.

 

A valuable interaction means that

they get the information that they

need in an immediate, engaging and

relevant way.

 



of global shoppers prefer

convenience over price

when shopping

Facebook 2020 Data

Conversational Commerce or

"C-Commerce" is when buyers and

businesses interact over a messaging

platform with the goal of buying a

product or service.

 

It combines elements from both the

offline and online shopping

experience. 

 

For buyers seeking the personal

experience of shopping in a physical

store, the conversational medium

brings a level of intimacy and

engagement because buyers feel

heard, valued and respected.

 

For buyers seeking an on-demand

experience from online commerce,

C-Commerce provides an immediate

response to any information or

request they need. This is primarily

why it is very convenient to shop

using conversational channels. 

What is
Conversational
Commerce?

58%



Role of social media
Social media has evolved from being a space for
communication, content sharing and news or
information consumption. 

It is now also being used by businesses for
various needs - advertising, marketing and e-
commerce being the most popular. 

The strongest advantage of C-Commerce and
the role of social media is that businesses can
now complete their customer journey without
leaving social media platforms.

There are no added steps or landing pages
required to link out a customer, which could
lead to losing the customer entirely.   

 

Conversational commerce enables

businesses to meet consumers exactly

where they are - on social media.

Customers can complete a purchase while they are

engaging on social media, enabling businesses to

shorten the path to purchase. Ultimately, this is the

holy grail.  

 

Also, by building an always-on, digital channel that

can speak with customers, current industry giants or

established enterprises can innovate and better cater

to their existing customer base.  It also helps new

entrants quickly scale by readily tapping into the

active social media messaging user base.



Top markets for e-commerce are in Asia and the

West. In fact, 83% of the population in the UK

and 81% of those in China buy online every

month. India and the US follow at 74% and 78%

respectively. But other markets are following

suit quickly. 

 

In Asia Pacific, although it had a late adoption

to alternative payment methods for e-

commerce, it now shows that 60% of internet

users have purchased online in the past month. 

 

Top E-Commerce Markets

Global &Regional Insights

In SEA, shoppers are growing more and

more familiar with e-commerce and, in turn,

conversational commerce. In fact, 70% of

the population show strong awareness on

C-Commerce and are familiar with

transacting over messaging apps.

 

SEA shoppers actually prefer speaking to a

chatbot for convenience and speed rather

than waiting for a retailer to reply. But for

more complex queries on pricing or

complaints, they prefer direct

communication with retailers. 

South East Asia snapshot



According to a recent study conducted by

Facebook, Filipino shoppers use C-Commerce

for these main reasons:

 

Product or Pricing information

Instant responses

Easy way to shop

Negotiate prices or offers 

Establish trust in brand/seller 

The Filipino Shopper



The Filipino Shopper

Facebook Data 2020



Purchase Drivers

1. Free delivery

2. Mobile shopping experience

Google shopper insights revealed that 58%

of shoppers believe that they can find a

better deal online compared to a physical

store.

 

While price and financial incentives like

rewards and discounts are very important,

free delivery was the top purchase driver

across countries. This reinforces the

importance of e-commerce because it

provides an on-demand experience.

From researching a product or service,

buying it and even reviewing it post-

purchase, mobile is now the main channel

being used by shoppers globally. A

convenient and intuitive mobile experience

is necessary for any retailer going online.

Although there is a generational gap

between those over 45 years old, majority

of shoppers prefer to use mobile devices

for online commerce.



Purchase Drivers
3. Category specific products

4. For repeat clients, if it meets expectations

We also need to look at what people are

buying aside from how they are doing it.

There are different insights per product

category. For major categories, more

premium products are researched online

more than they are purchased. Some

categories such as furniture or appliances

can be exceptions. On the other hand,

minor categories such as fast moving

consumer goods are much more bought

online than researched.

A study conducted by the Global Web

Index in 2019 showed that across

multiple countries, online shoppers will

repurchase and even recommend a

product or service if it meets their

expectations.

In fact, 48% of internet users will

promote a brand online if they are

satisfied with it.



Where does it fit in the customer journey?

Building your  C-Commerce Strategy

So how do you begin?

 

You need to understand where your business currently stands before planning a conversational

commerce strategy. 

For any retailer, you need to start with your business objective. What are your current business

goals? What stage of the funnel do you need to focus on? 

 

Map the buyer journey in detail.

This is commonly used to identify how an ideal customer goes through an entire buying process.

 From discovering your product or service, sending queries on price or product availability to

remitting purchase, each customer interaction needs to be reviewed.

 

 



Building your  C-Commerce Strategy

Give your
customers
product / service
information easily
while they scroll
through social
media platforms

Provide them with

personalized advice

Share product photos

/ videos/ live demos

Help them verify that

the actual product

matches their

expectation

Easily negotiate on

pricing/promotions

If they request for

special delivery or

payment

arrangements,

answer them

instantly  

For any post-

purchase queries

or concerns, help

your customers

immediately

Update them on

new stock

availability 

It begins when the customer gains awareness or discovers your offering. As he gains more interest, he

enters the consideration stage. This is usually where he expresses intent or willingness to purchase.

Ideally, he moves forward into an actual purchase, and eventually, becomes a repeat buyer through

post-purchase or loyalty. 

Conversational Commerce can help you across each step of the

buying process. It is the quickest way to help your potential

customers move through the marketing and sales funnel, while

building an authentic and engaging channel between you and

your customers. 

The traditional way relied on lead generation forms and external

landing pages. This often led to delays which can easily let your

customers walk away entirely. 

C-Commerce, however, is instant and reliable. It also helps

shorten any customer journey, which lets you save marketing

spend and ultimately provides your customers with a compelling

buying experience. 



CONVER SATION AL
COMMER CE

Build your own conversational commerce channel.
Visit www.aiah.ai or email us at sales@aiah.ai




